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Welcome Folks! We will have the entrance into the Cheon-Il Goong Palace soon. Join us into the 
Second King’s entrance into the Palace of the True Father’s home. When? Sunday, January 1, 
2017. There will no Sunday service that day to mark this event on this day. We have to get in 
there before Trump gets into the White House. A very important condition. We will be going to 
154; and, we will also have a calligrapher there. Further details will be post soon. True God’s 
Day events. This is the 50th True God’s Day, the Holy Birth of Sun Myung Moon and Jesus. We 
will celebrate the birth of Jesus and True Father at the same time on Saturday, January 28, 2017. 
We all know, and I’ve spoken about this before, December 25th is not Jesus’ birthday. That is 
the god cult of Mithras. It is an ancient pagan holiday, which is centered on the Winter Solstice. 
In the early days, Christians were persecuted. They were not allowed to celebrate Jesus’ 
birthday; so, during that celebration, they would hide, and they would praise Jesus secretly, 
because if they did openly, they would be killed. Unfortunately, that has become part of the 
entire culture, and we left the Biblical tradition, where the Bible says clearly, that, when Jesus 
was born, the Shepherds were in the fields with their sheep overnight. The reason why was they 
were guarding the new lambs being born, the new babies being born from the sheep. If you know 
anything about sheep, the sheep only have babies in late Winter and early Spring. Only at that 
time. So, we have a clue from the Bible when Jesus was born, so we know that it was not the 
Winter Solstice, but closer to the Spring area. Father was very clear about Jesus being birthed at 
that time, so in the month of January, sometimes February in the Lunar calendar, the Heavenly 
calendar, it will change from late January or early February, in that realm.  

THE KINGDOM IS NIGH 

Let us go into the Word today. The Kingdom is Nigh. That means near. Let’s go to Luke 21 
today. 16-31. Let’s read all together: 

Luke 21 

• 16 And ye shall be betrayed both by parents, and brethren, and kinsfolks, and 
friends; and some of you shall they cause to be put to death. 17 And ye shall be 
hated of all men for my name’s sake. 18 But there shall not an hair of your head 
perish. 19 In your patience possess ye your souls. 20. And when ye shall see 
Jerusalem compass with armies, then know that the desolation thereof is nigh. 27 
And then shall they see the Son of man coming in a cloud with power and great 
glory. 28 And when these things begin to come to pass, then look up, and lift up your 
heads; for your redemption draweth night. 29 And he spake to them a parable; 
Behold the fig tree, and all the trees; 30 When they now shoot forth, ye see and 



know of your own selves that summer is now nigh at hand. 31 So likewise ye, when 
ye see these things come to pass, know ye that the kingdom of God is nigh at hand.  

We did skip from 20 – 27. There is a whole scripture about Jesus explaining about the time when 
he will return, but what’s interesting here is all the incredible things that are going on this past 
week.  

First, I think we have to reflect on Thanksgiving, folks. We had Thanksgiving, because we’re 
educated by government schools and government teachers, we’re taught that the Pilgrim Fathers 
came, and they landed at Plymouth Rock, and they worked very hard. They were very happy, 
and they shared with the Indians, and they had an amazing feast, and they had Thanksgiving. 
How many have heard that one? Well you’ve all been lied to by your government teachers. 
Stefan Molyneux has a new video on Thanksgiving. It’s like this. If you allow the Coca Cola 
Company to be in charge of the Department of Education, would you suspect that Coke is 
deleterious to your body? They would not. There is an inherent bias if Coca Cola is in charge of 
education, against telling the truth about Coca Cola, that it’s essentially motor oil and it burns 
your insides out.  

In the same way, one cannot expect a Centralized, archangelic government to explain negative 
things about a Centralized, archangelic government. Stefan Molyneux really has the best video, 
if you really want to know what happened in Jamestown on the first Thanksgiving. This is 
interesting, because when you look at the actual papers of the Jamestown Plymouth colony, in 
1662-1664, essentially, the Governor of Plymouth is complaining, because the people are so 
lazy.  

What happened is that these people came from Europe and different parts of the world. They 
settled in Plymouth and Jamestown. What they were doing was setting up a Communist state. 
That’s the real history. The Governor writes it in his actual memoirs. He’s explaining how 
everyone has to work, and then they gather all the food to the central storehouse, which is what? 
It’s the redistribution of wealth. It’s Communism. Everybody works. Some people are more 
productive than others. Some people don’t even work, yet everybody’s wealth is stolen, put into 
a big pot, and then the politicians get to redistribute that.  

This is what was happening in Plymouth for the first two years, so the harvest was horrible. 
There was no productivity. In Jamestown, up to eighty percent to ninety percent of the 
Jamestown colony died to Winter starvation. That is because it was so unproductive. They had 
250 people in the first Jamestown colony, and by the time the second Winter was over, there 
were around 20 people left.  

So, in these early colonies, you had these Communist communities. They wanted to come. They 
wanted to have everything free, and they said, “It sounds great.” Because all the politicians 
promised them, “Oh. Just give it all to me, and then we’ll redistribute it, and then I’ll give it to 
everyone else, and give it to everyone as I see fit, as long as you give me your vote. Does that 
sound familiar?  



This is how it was operating for two years. Now, they had a massive death rate, because of this. 
By the second year of the colony, the Governor was writing that there were so many people 
dying, that you literally had to step over the dead, yet the people were not willing to work.  

So, they realized, “Goodness! We cannot continue on in this economic pattern, least we all perish 
and die.” So, the Governor of Plymouth decided, “What we will do is, that we will a lot. 
Everyone who is remaining, who survived, one acre of land. You produce what you want, and 
you can even sell it if you want. You get to do what you want with your crop. They moved away 
from the Centralist, Communist, Socialist economic system. The next year following that, 
Plymouth had an abundance of corn. They had so much, they were able to export it and sell it.  

That is where Thanksgiving comes in, because from that point on, there was no more starvation 
in America, from the third year on. This is not taught in your government schools because the 
Government doesn’t want you to know the Governor of Plymouth’s memoirs. They want you to 
believe that the Centralized, archangelic government did the great harvest, and created all the 
productivity and so on. No! It was when they got out of the way. It was when they stopped 
gathering everybody’s crop. It is when they started giving people property rights, and giving 
people land, so that they could do and have responsibility for their own land, that they could 
have prosperity, and God’s blessing came.  

That’s when the people started praying to God, and saying, “Thank you to God for freedom.” 
When people are free, and they have property rights, which are critical, critical, critical for a free 
and prosperous country, they are prosperous. If you have no property rights, and you have only 
the ability, and the state has taken everything you’ve done, that means no ownership for a 
citizen. Then you cannot do anything. You cannot trade property. You cannot harvest, cultivate, 
or do anything, and it destroys the economic foundation. Every freedom is based on an economic 
foundation. For example, if you want to have some freedom of the press, you need to have some 
resources that you can use, to build a newspaper and a printing press, etc.  

If you are so starving that you literally have to hunt animals to survive, and you have no free 
time to go into production, or go into other things, technology will not arise. The people who 
study native folklore and arts know just how difficult, and how many calories it takes, just to stay 
alive in a primitive fashion.  

Now, if you have time to make harvest and plenty, now you have time to invest talents. Your 
young people can become educated in Math and Science, and create different types of innovation 
technologies, etc. You see how that works?  

But the Americans have been spoon-fed, a progovernment message for Thanksgiving, when that 
is totally opposite the case in the early history of the founding of America. They came here. They 
tried to establish a Socialist Utopia. It failed. 80 percent to 90 percent of the people died of 
starvation. It’s only when the Government left that, and gave the people property rights to 
cultivate the land, and the rights to sell whatever they’ve produced in harvest, that there was 
plenty for every year after that. Isn’t that interesting?  



So, on Thanksgiving, we are thankful for our families, thankful for different people in our 
community who are steady for Christ, etc. But, at the same time, it is a time to be thankful for 
God’s gift of freedom and responsibility. When people have property rights, and the people have 
the right to do what they want with their land, and to do what they will with their property, they 
have that dominion and Sovereignty. Then, they are able to produce plenty, all of the frozen 
food, all the food that we eat on Thanksgiving until our bellies are full, that is a product, not of 
Centralized governmental power, which the Government schools want you to believe.  

Read the memoirs of the actual Governor of Plymouth Rock. He be-rails the reality of the 
Socialist system, and the famine and starvation and death that’s occurring. Then he shows that 
when they switch to the private property and a Sovereign model, there’s all of a sudden plenty, 
and people are thanking God for their freedom.  

It’s not magic. It’s God’s blessing. It’s not a magic wand that sweeps over, and you just do this, 
and the free market is some kind of magical thing. It’s the blessing of God’s freedom. The 
Universe moves in conjunction with the blessing and ideal of God.  

It is Satan that moves against that, which creates chaos and unbalance in the Universe, but when 
you stay with God’s gifts, the natural right given by God, there is blessing. Blessing comes, 
because in that freedom, also comes responsibility. All of a sudden the young people, who were 
too lazy to work and didn’t want to work, work.  

It’s interesting. The Governor of Plymouth writes in 1662, “There’s rampant theft.” Since 
everything is stored in this big warehouse, people are getting fed, not by working, but by 
stealing. The strong young men realize, “Hey wait a minute. Why do ten to twenty percent of us 
have to work, and everyone else gets to lay around and eat? That’s Bull Shemitah! I’m not going 
to do that.” 

At some point, they get fed up. Remember, why did the famine happen so quick? Well, 
remember they didn’t have a Central Banking System set up there. They didn’t have the ability 
to print money. They didn’t have the ability to borrow. They got the real, raw repercussions and 
consequences of freedom and responsibility very quickly in the early communities. So, you see 
that all the early American communities quickly move away from Socialism and move to what 
was working in Jamestown and Plymouth. Which was what? Sovereignty. Let the people have a 
little land. Let them cultivate it. Let them make prosperity. We all live better.  

The young people learn the principles of working hard. They’re not learning the principles of 
stealing and waiting for the storehouse to fill up to steal. They are working because they can 
make money, too. They can make prosperity for their families, etc. Does that make sense? So, 
for Thanksgiving, I thought that was an important historical context of understanding 
Thanksgiving. 

When we celebrate Thanksgiving, it is the celebration really of God’s gifts of freedom and 
responsibility, which were totally lost. How many have heard this in America? Have you heard 
this from your school teachers? You folks in your fifties and sixties. This is the actual history of 
the founding colonies.  



But again, you can’t put Coca Cola in charge of the Department of Education, and expect to get, 
“Coca Cola is bad for your health” message. There is an inherent bias, when you have a 
Centralized government of power in charge of education. They will not teach the real history, 
that a government of centralized form of power was screwing everything up, and destroying 
productivity, and of mass famine and starvation. They will not do it.  

It is so important to get back to the truth of the Thanksgiving. We give on that day - Turkey Day. 
We give it, because of God’s gifts of freedom and responsibility.  

Now, in light of that, we have so many things that have been going on in this macrocosm. In 
America, we don’t really feel it, but already in Korea there is a massive, massive, massive 
Movement. It is so massive. It is politically unstable now in South Korea, because of the whole 
scandal with Park Geun-Hye and this other woman that she was using to funnel through, and the 
foundation, and all this corruption. Anyways, the Korean people are up in arms. There’s a four 
percent approval rating for the president. Four percent approval rating.  

Now, they were told that, because she’s a woman, that everything’s going to become great. That 
it’s some kind of magic. Now look, we don’t care if it’s a woman or a man, as long as your heart 
and your mind is surrendered to God, and you are pursuing the principles of God’s natural rights 
and Sovereignty.  

We don’t care. We want Marine Le Pen to win in France, and become the next President; 
because, she will be the new Donald Trump for France, and help France recover from economic 
depression. We want her to win. We have no problem with a woman President, as long as you 
are not surrendering to mega banks and becoming a prostitute to the Elite.  

If you are surrendering to God and protecting the gifts that He gave to humanity that God gave 
you, then God bless you. We will vote for you as a politician, as a President. It doesn’t matter to 
us. What matters to us is the preservation of God’s Kingdom and God’s gifts to humanity.  

(Photo on screen) In Korea, look at this. This is Seoul. For the last month, there have been riots. 
Many of these have broken into violent riots in Korea. Many of them have been huge. (Another 
photo) If you’ve been to Seoul, this is the King Sejong Wan. This is the King Sejong statue. In 
the middle of Seoul there’s a huge runway that goes all the way to the middle of that old 
Gyeongbokgung Palace that goes all the way to the nineteenth or the eighteenth century. 
Millions are coming to protest, that she step down, because of her open corruption. It’s amazing. 
(Of course, you see this phenomenon also. photo on screen) You can see a huge police presence 
here. That whole wave is all Army men in their helmets. You’ve got these older men out there 
protesting with these bamboo sticks. Look at that. They’re not allowed to have arms in Korea. So 
look at that. They have to stand up with bamboo sticks.  

Not only in Korea, but we see all the fallen Eve leadership is collapsing worldwide. Merkel is 
saying that she will be going for the fourth term as a UN Chancellor. Have you heard this in 
Europe about the German Chancellor? We have some brothers from Germany. There’s no term 
limit. She wants to keep going and going and going. She wants to bring in more Communism 
and more Communism and more Communism.  



We see, of course, Merkel’s popularity rate plummeting. People in Europe are starting to wake 
up and say, “My gosh! We have to protect what we have, otherwise we won’t have anything else. 
We have to get to our Judeo-Christian roots. We have to get back to the strong families that 
created civilization. We have to get away from this Relativism. We have to get back to our 
founding principles.” 

Even in Europe, they’re now starting to stand up. Austria’s leader is starting to rise up. Le Pen. 
You know Le Pen in France. An incredible woman leader there, who is standing up for freedom, 
Sovereignty, etc. So, you see a massive wave of the Judgment falling, especially upon the fallen 
Eves of this world.  

The fake Leaders sell themselves out for power and money. Prostitute themselves to get into 
power, and start creating a highly Centralized Socialist state, which of course Europe has 
become, which of course what America was becoming. In the last week, we’ve just had ten cops 
murdered in the streets. Hillary already has lost the Election. Trump has won. He is the 
President-Elect, yet they are still trying to fight against it.  

We all know that Soros is funding Moveon.org and Black Live Matter. (BLM) He is funding 
those radical fanatic groups to go out and incite violence. And you see these riots all over the 
country.  

(Photo on the screen) This happened last week. This is a group of Communists. They’re wearing 
the hammer and sickle, folks. Do you understand how many deaths are under the hammer and 
sickle? It is the most death ridden flag in the history of the world. One hundred plus million dead 
under that flag. They, of course, want to say that Donald Trump is a Fascist, because he wants 
lower taxes for Americans. He wants to have borders. He wants to have fair trade deals. He 
wants to make America prosperous and not implode it. So, they call him a Fascist, yet they wear 
the red flag, which has murdered hundreds of millions of people in the twentieth century, 
because they think they’re cool. They think they’re smart. They think they’re trendy.  

Now if you look at them here. This is a demonstration in Austin. They’re actually armed, as well. 
These Communists are for the disarmament of the people. In a Communist state, you would not 
be able to do that with arms like that, on the street. They can only do that, because of the 
Christian foundation of America, that understood that citizens need the right to Sovereignty and 
have a Right to bear arms, so that if the Government becomes tyrannical you can fight it and 
chase it out. If it becomes predatory, if it becomes evil, if it becomes parasitic, then the people 
have a power that is not metaphysical, a power physically that can chase out the Predatory Class. 
Does that make sense?  

These fools would not be able to do this in a Communist country, which they’re advocating. Do 
you see the irony of this idiocy? They are using the blessings of the freedoms that they’re 
against. They’re out of their mind. These kids were walking down the streets of Austin, Okay! 
They were saying, “What’s better than one dead cop? Two dead cops. What’s better than two 
dead cops? Three dead cops.” They were chanting this as they walked down the streets of the 
United States, and they are not arrested. They are menacing the public. They’re carrying AK 47s. 
They’re carrying high powered rifles, because it is a Constitutional Right, and then they are 



calling for the death of police in America. How insane is that? They are inciting violence. They 
are menacing the public. These are illegal activities. That is Domestic Terrorism. You cannot 
brandish a gun, walk down the street and say, “I’m going to kill people.” Then you can actually, 
legally be killed. You cannot do this, but why are they protected? Why are these Liberal, Fascist, 
Communists protected? It’s because the Establishment is these people, folks.  

They do not arrest these people. If you had Christians walking down the street with AK 47s and 
AR 15s saying. “Death to gays, etc.” they would be immediately arrested. This happened this past 
week. Through Austin, chanting, “Death to policemen.” Meanwhile, all over the country, there’s 
now ten deaths of cops for no reason. People were just walking up behind them and shooting them 
in the head. These cowardly Liberal Progressive Regressives are probably mostly just rich White 
kids, trying to get over their White guilt. They’re trying to be “I’m a hero savior for the minorities,” 
when they’re the ones trying to enslave the minorities. They are walking around shooting a cop in 
the back of the head and running away. What kind of a fight is that? If you want to give a cop a 
fair fight, you face him, and give the cop a fair chance. You don’t run and assassinate a cop from 
behind, while he’s filling up his gas.  

You see the cowardice of these fools? These fools don’t want to fight. All they want is to have 
power, by any means, to evoke fear. That is the definition of Terrorism. These spoiled rich White 
kids, who are being paid by George Soros, to be Regressive and politically activated. Then they 
become the handlers for the minority communities, to keep the minority communities on the 
Plantation, so they cannot become prosperous, and they cannot break away from the System, and 
they cannot have their own Sovereignty, and they cannot have their own wealth and prosperity.  

It’s so interesting how all these Communists, who are like the Leaders, and the Gang Leaders, 
have handlers who are these rich White kids, who were educated at these universities. They’re 
talking about racism, when they’re using this to show racism to keep people on Plantations, 
when they’re against markets that have been proven to help people be free, and proven to create 
prosperity beyond color, creed and race. They don’t want that for people. They want control. 
They want power. They’re nothing more than parasitical Predatory Class. That’s all they are. 
Thank God, there were record number of Blacks voting for Trump. Thank God, there were 
record number of Asians voting for Trump. Thank God, there were a record number of Hispanics 
voting for Trump, because why? Because people are fed up with this. They can see right through 
it.  

The mainstream media is a bunch of baloney. Everybody knows that they’re a pack of liars, and 
that they are full of deceit and deception. That’s all they are. They do not want the American 
people to be free. They do not want the World to be free. They want Centralized governmental 
power, which is the real reason they won’t teach you the real Thanksgiving story. They won’t 
teach you where your cranberries came from, and your turkey and gravy and your mashed 
potatoes, and all the delights and all the festivities, The pumpkin pie and all that harvest, and the 
full bellies, where did that all come from?  

Isn’t that interesting? Every single year, before they allowed Sovereignty and Property Rights, 
every single year was death and starvation. Then, all of a sudden, they switched to a Sovereignty 
based, privately owned property based system, where people could actually become owners and 



Sovereigns, and then all of a sudden, there’s no more famine for two hundred plus years, until 
the current day. No more starvation. It’s not like, all of a sudden, the Winters got milder for one 
hundred fifty years. We had very cold Winter just two years ago.  

It is the System that they’re on. Are they on the Archangelic System, or are they on the System 
that honors God’s gifts. That is the real difference. These Communists often are just young. The 
groupies under them are just braindead, dumb, uncritical, brain dumb down children, who have 
been raised up in public schools. They only obey government authority. They only worship the 
State. They only worship the prostitutes like the Hollywood stars. Whatever they say, they’ll 
follow.  

They’re Handlers. If you look at their Handlers, at the people who are managing these kids, the 
people who are inciting these kids to riot, the organizations that are inciting these things - 
Moveon.org, BLM. They’re led by these rich White kids that are creating certain Black people in 
the community, and set that person up right there, to be a Handler for the Blacks. Then again, an 
Asian guy to be a Handler for the Asians. Then they get a Hispanic guy to be a Handler for the 
Hispanics. Keep them on the Plantation. They don’t want you to be free. They don’t want you to 
be free and to enjoy God’s gifts of Sovereignty and Kingship.  

This is what happened in the early 1660s. This was a battle, and it’s happening right here. We’re 
seeing it. This was last week folks. On the university campuses throughout the country, this is a 
University in Texas, (photo of a college campus, with demonstrators dressed in red hammer and 
sickle clothes and flags.) that was demonstrating with hundreds of kids coming out saying, 
“You’re racist. You’re a homophobe, because you voted for Donald Trump. You’re a racist 
because you want lower taxes. You’re a racist because you want American Hispanics to be safe. 
You’re a racist because you don’t want there to be any division between Black people and White 
people and Hispanic people. You want people to be prosperous, so you are racist. You’re a 
bigot.”  

They’re walking through the streets of their university with a hammer and sickle flag, with a 
blood flag of a hundred million dead by democide. One hundred million plus folks. These fools 
are walking down their university campus. What the hell are they learning in college? They’re 
learning Communism, folks. Why? Because all those colleges are state sponsored, state funded, 
endowments that are funded, come from the state.  

You cannot expect Coca Cola to be Head of the Department of Education and give a negative 
report about Coca Cola. There’s not one American flag there. There is not one flag for freedom 
and Sovereignty. There’s a Mexican flag. There’s a Communist flag.  

It’s unbelievable, because as we talked about, this is a war folks. This is Cosmic War, and it’s 
not over. Just because Trump has been elected, it is not over. In fact, it is more dangerous now, 
because everybody knows they want him dead. Jill Stein, who was part of the Green Party, who 
took votes away from Hillary Clinton as we all know is saying now, that she’s going to have 
recounts in Wisconsin and Pennsylvania. She wants recounts in only states where Trump won by 
a margin. They’re not going to recount some place like New Hampshire which had a difference 
of two thousand votes. Hillary won by two thousand votes. It’s a very small margin, two 



thousand votes. They’re not going to recount that. No! They’re going to recount Pennsylvania, 
which had a seventy thousand person margin. They’re going to recount Wisconsin with a thirty 
thousand margin. Much more controversial are the ones with smaller margins. New Hampshire 
with two thousand votes, that’s really controversial.  

So, with no evidence that there is hacking, and remember that right before Trump was elected, 
Hillary and the whole DNC were saying, “Trump did not did not answer the question.” He said 
he was going to go against the vote. He’s going to do a recount. He’s going to call for a recount 
if he doesn’t win. He’s a sore loser. Every time he loses, he says, “It’s the establishment.” 
Remember this? They were saying, “How immoral is that? How immoral that Trump would not 
agree to the results of the election. How dare he say that he would call for a recount.” Once they 
lose, what are they doing? They’re calling for a recount.  

Remember three weeks ago, they were saying, “He is un-American. He is shaking the 
foundations of our democracy, because he says he’s going to recount.” Three weeks later what 
do they say? “Let’s recount.” This is the idiocy of the Left Regressive.  

Of course, we know that the Right is not perfect. Fifty percent of them are crooks. They are 
neocons. They’re selling this country out to war. Fifty percent of them need to be thrown in jail 
with Hillary as well. Trump is putting in those people like Jeff Sessions, Mike Pompeo who are 
not perfect but who have a much better record of standing for Sovereignty, rather than 
Communism.  

Unbelievable! Jill Stein coming out saying she wants the recount only in Trump states. Of 
course, why? Because she’s an opportunist. Why? Because she lost so pitifully. Why? Because 
she stole from Hillary, and now she wants the recount to quote “make it up.” But really, she 
wants to make money and walk away with seven million dollars, which she raised in two days. 
Hillary is, of course, supporting it now.  

So, they are in an attempt, going full throttle, turbocharged all the way. They lost it. Even the 
media buckled to it because of all those scandals of the Satanism and the spirit cooking and all 
those connections to the pedophilia etc. All those things were coming out so they said, “OK. It’s 
going to take us all down.” But after that the riots kept on going. Why? Who was funding the 
riots? We know George Soros was funding the riots. He is the mega backer, the Nazi 
collaborator, the evil, evil criminal and international criminal who is funding these organizations 
that continue the riots. Now the riots failed. Now he’s trying to weaponize them to kill the police, 
just like they did in the Ukraine. As he weaponized them and told them they had to kill the 
police. The police are after you.  

The police are the lowest form of government. They’re the closest to the people. They’re the 
local level. The problem is not the lowest level of government. The problem is the dang 
Predatory Class running the show. That’s the problem. That’s what Trump and his group is 
promising to go through. Now, we’ll have to watch to see if he keeps those promises, he really 
goes after them, drains the swamp.  



But going after the police, on average, are patriotic people. On average, they know the System is 
corrupt. They don’t want to be a part of it. They want to actually protect and serve. Now, of 
course, you have some bad idiots. You know, you have some bad apples. You may have a 
percentage of the people who are lowlife’s in the police academies and the police forces, but the 
majority of American police compared to other types in other countries, compared to China’s 
police, or Korea’s police, the majority of policemen in the United States are patriotic. They don’t 
want to control the public. They don’t want to have the public be exploited. They don’t want 
Gramma to be exploited.  

They actually want to do public service. They actually want to do something good. They actually 
want to protect their communities, etc. On average the U.S. police are awake. They are more 
Conservative. They are not Regressive, political Leftists. They are not Marxists and they are not 
Communists. On average, they do not want to kill people because of race. There’s tons of 
statistical epidemiological studies on that, which I have shown you on the past researches that 
we’ve done. 

So, because all of those systems are failing, because the election failed, and all the mainstream 
propaganda media failed, the alternative media was victorious. The ones who spoke the truth, 
and who put their necks on the line, were able to defeat the mainstream, highly funded, highly 
conglomerated media. That didn’t work. They lost the election. Then they saw the riots. That 
started dying down, because the kids started losing energy, and they had to pay them $35 an 
hour. Then they had to pay them $65 an hour. The kids got lazy. Now they’re inciting the crazy 
ones, the psychopathic ones, and they just say, “Kill the cops.” To get them weaponized, and to 
get them murdering for no reason. They believe the lie that they are oppressed and kill for no 
reason. They believe the lie that they are fighting for the minorities, when they are the ones 
enslaving the minorities. Again, many times they’re suburban, rich White kids. This is total 
idiocy.  

So, those things have failed, and so at the final hour, they’re trying to go full throttle, try to 
create Civil War, and or we know what may happen. We’ve talked about it many times. As they 
get more and more cornered, as their empire begins to crumble, and begins to flake off and 
shatter and huge landslides happen with their empire, the greater the danger for Trump, the 
greater the danger for the free world. The greater the possibility of them doing larger and larger 
and larger false lie attacks. They will try to get us into war with Russia. As you heard last week, 
Merkel is saying that now Europe will create their own standing Army, separate from NATO.  

They say, “Okay America, you’re not going to start the war with Russia. We’ll have Europe start 
it with Russia.” They’ll wipe Europe out if they do that. They’ll do anything to stop this 
movement of Sovereignty all over the world. Anything to stop losing control of their Plantation 
and their human farming systems.  

Amazing! One of the highest things trending is this video. This video surfaced. The title of video 
is, “America Under Attack.” Donald Trump aired September 11, 2001.  



So, that was 2001. Why is this important? Why does this video surface and become the highest 
trending thing on Twitter or Facebook? It’s because, it shows that Donald Trump was not an 
insider. It shows that this guy was not a part of the 9/11 issue.  

This guy, when he was standing up against Bush and saying, you had the Saudi’s involved in it, 
and demanded the declassification of the 9/11 papers, which then they had to release. Of course, 
they blacked everything out. They redacted everything, but they released it and it showed Saudi 
involvement. He was speaking like this in 2001. He was speaking very clearly saying, “You 
can’t knock those things down with airplanes.”  

Do you remember when Dr. Cage came and presented the entire case? The Commissioner even 
came. Everybody thought we were crazy. Everybody thought we were conspiracy theorists, etc. 
Then, during the Trump campaign, Trump starts bringing out the 9/11. Jeb Bush immediately 
starts to run into the shadows, after he brings that up. He disappears, because he knows that the 
declassified papers would show this reality, that there was a stand down and a clear strategic 
strategy, and that there was Saudi involvement. At the very least, those are the facts that are 
unequivocal.  

As we talked about last week, Trump needs to fulfill his promises. He must get into Washington. 
Now, he’s being threatened. Yes, there’s Mafia there. The biggest puppet groups that run with 
Goldman-Sachs, the big bankers, they are the international Mafia syndicate. Those politicians are 
threatening him. “If you don’t protect our political establishment, Donald, we’re going to get rid 
of you. We’re going to make your life very difficult.” We talked about how he needed to have 
his own independent wealth. It had to be a Billionaire to make an Abel type Revolution. It had to 
be the Elite separating into good and evil. You cannot just have from the ground up. If you have 
Revolution from the ground up, they always turn Marxist. They always turn Socialist. They 
always turn Oligarchical. Always. There’s not one case in history, where they turned for freedom 
or Sovereignty. Not one. The American Revolution was a split in the Elites. George Washington 
was a Billionaire. Thomas Jefferson was a part of the European Elite. They split, and they said, 
“We will lead people to freedom and Sovereignty.” So, you need to have a split that happens at 
the top.  

Here what you see with Donald Trump. He needed to have it. He didn’t receive any campaign 
contributions from the big banks, from the international crime syndicates. He’s funded his own 
campaign. What else. He also has his own security detail that cannot be compromised. The 
Kennedy assassination, the Ronald Reagan assassination, very open, very documented. It is the 
compromising of the Secret Service, the people right around him in that security detail. Trump 
has his own people, who have been protecting his life for twenty years, which is critical. It is 
absolutely critical. Now he has to obey his promises.  

He is getting pulled very strongly by the neocons. “Trump. You have to give into this Party. You 
have to put in this person or that person in you’re going to get killed. We’re going to make your 
life difficult. Blah, Blah, Blah.” He has to be brave. He has to go into the heart of the Demon’s 
Nest, and he has to get rid of the Demon’s Nest. He has to lock her up. Not personally. Not him 
as a political vendetta. The system of the investigation committees has to investigate Hillary 



Clinton, the Hillary Foundation and all those people, the Republicans and the Democrats for 
collusion, Terrorism, etc. 

They have to go after the Bush family, who Father told directly to Bush’s face, “You are the 
King of Satan’s world and if you go to War in Iraq, you will destroy America.” That’s in the 
Peace Messages. Father gave a clear warning to that demonic family. The Republicans, the 
Republicrats who sent us out to this ongoing War, they’re evil too. He’s got to get in there, and 
clean that whole Nest up. That’s literally one hundred percent of the Dems. They’re totally 
Communist, but half of the Republicans are neocon Communists. They’re for big government, 
too. He’s got to get rid of those fools. He’s got to use the full power of the law, not his personal 
vendetta, and Jeff Sessions as Attorney General to go after people who broke the law at the 
highest level. That is completely within his Constitutional duty as Executive. It is within his duty 
as President to make this land a land of laws that the Establishment cannot circumvent and or 
bypass.  

At the same time, he has to get in there and declassify those papers. The more secrets the 
government has, the more evil will collude, and the more evil will congregate. He has to bring 
the time of the Noon time sun into that Nest. He’s got to declassify the issue of 9/11. He’s got to 
declassify the issues of all those issues; the Wars in Iraq, the War in Afghanistan. These are 
illegal Wars killing tens of millions of innocent people for no fricking reason, except for the 
Bushes and the Cheneys to get rich. He’s got to declassify those papers.  

He’s got to have the apparatus of the FBI and the CIA go after Hillary, not as a vendetta. He has 
to stay above that in character as a President. He has to go after them with the apparatus of 
justice, so as justice to be served. The Clintons, their Foundation, funneling millions from Haiti, 
stealing from the Haitian people, etc. He has to go after them. He has to declassify those papers. 
He has to show to the people. The people have to be empowered with the Noon time sun, to 
bring it out into the open.  

He has to say, “Okay, American people. Citizens of the World, What should we do with these 
Elite public figures who have done these things? What do you think? What should we do?” 
Trump must be strong at this time. He is going after the most dangerous international crime 
syndicate. He has to be strong. He has to remain strong. He has to stand with God on his side. He 
has to move with the power of the Holy Spirit.  

He should not work out of the White House, honestly speaking. Go there for Ceremonies. Work 
out of Trump Tower, where you know your people are there. All your security is there. The 
White House is dangerous. At night, there’s assassins that know that place back and forth. He 
should remove himself from all the apparatus of the establishment, just like he’s doing for the 
media. He’s not telling them where he’s going to go. He’s not reporting to them. He’s totally 
rebelling against them, and they hate him for it. But that’s good. He should do that. They’ve 
proven themselves to be run by foreign operatives, foreign conglomerates. They’ve proven 
themselves to be traitors to the American public and traitors to freedom worldwide. He does not 
have to collude and tell them, and report to them, what he is doing. All he has to do is tell his 
daughter or his son, get an Iphone camera, film the meetings and put it up on his Twitter and his 
Instagram, or Facebook. You become the media. Don’t hand it over to CNN, these total 



Communist networks. All you need is an Iphone now. You can have an interview with President 
Abi, and his daughter can put it up on her Iphone page. Then everybody can see it, unfiltered, by 
the lying, deceptive disinformation agents, which are known and proven to be liars.  

He should depart from every quote “tradition” of the President. Why? Because, they want him in 
that position because then they can kill him easily. They want him to bow to the media and 
report to them every time he goes somewhere. They want him to stay in one place where they 
can predict his behavior and movements. They want him to be predictable, so they can set him 
up. He should be unpredictable. He should move with the Spirit of God. He should stand with 
this promise that he’s given to the American people. He is fighting a true fight on behalf of the 
true people of God, people of freedom and responsibility around the world.  

He is going up against the international crime syndicate. It’s a dangerous job. Trump more than 
ever needs our prayers, not because he’s some perfect Savior or something, or like he’s some 
White Savior. No. He’s an idiot in many fields. He admits he’s an idiot in many fields. He’s not 
perfect, but he doesn’t need to be perfect. God used King Cyrus, who had a harem to deliver the 
people of Israel, and to have them have Sovereignty. God will use imperfect people to bring 
about His perfect Will.  

The Judgment has fallen, but the people stood vigilant night and day. When Jesus stood praying 
in the Garden of Gethsemane and did not sleep, and they stood vigilant, And did their five 
percent, they stopped one of the greatest warmongers in the history of U.S. politics and kept 
them from ever getting power again. The people did that. They stopped her warmongering with 
Russia, blaming Russia and getting us in a fricking battle with WWIII with Russia. Are you 
insane? What so my kids can go and die, and your stupid kids can live and be safe in their little 
towers? No, American people are sick of that. We’re sick of illegal wars. We’re sick of killing 
people for no reason. We’re sick of being sucked into these wars, so the stupid Elites can get 
rich. We are sick of it, and we want to get back to freedom and responsibility.  

The Revolution of the Judgment upon the Archangel is here. The people did their five percent. It 
doesn’t fall on the people. The Judgment now falls on the Archangels. And you see it now 
spreading across the world. Austria’s Judgement is coming to those archangel governments 
there. France with Marine Le Pen. She’s amazing! She’s amazing, and she’s a woman. Great! 
She’s amazing! Her character, her heart is not a prostitute. She is clear. She defends human 
rights and natural rights given by God. That’s our girl in France. We don’t care if you’re a man 
or woman, as long as you don’t prostitute yourself to the dang crime syndicate, and you 
surrender yourself to the gifts of freedom and responsibility that God gave all humanity, because 
that’s upwards the direction of Cheon Il Guk and the Kingdom.  

Now you see the macrocosm reflecting all that, at the same time, you see the micro. In the micro, 
you can see the collapse of the Family Fed. We almost should give you guys a weekly briefing 
on what we hear every week on Thursdays on our international meeting. Every week their whole 
deception Kingdom is collapsing. The angst within their community is rising to exponential 
amounts.  



In Korea, just this week, we have people from the Kuri Church, remember the Kuri Church? 
They’re trying to sell the Kuri Church, which of course Richard and other people around the 
World are trying to mobilize to stop that. That was a historic place. Many of you got Blessed in 
the Kuri Church, etc. They’re selling it. They’ve already brought down one building. They’re 
going to start moving on the other.  

Anyways, just this week, a whole group from the Kuri Church came out and said, remember 
when Rev. Lee at the head of the Sanctuary there said, “Now, we’re going to support the Second 
King. We’re going to support Sanctuary.” We’ve seen it with our own eyes. What he says is true. 
Thirty of them are going to be Blessed this week.  

Every week, from major centers, from Akita and the big center in Japan, every week major 
Leaders - Boom, Boom, Boom! - are falling out. We hear it every week, so we know. I’m almost 
thinking, we should make a summary, and then can share it at least every once in a while, so that 
everybody can know what is going on every week. How fast that Kingdom is collapsing, a 
system founded on deception, lying, betrayal, on political gain, on prostituting yourself for 
power.  

That is not a civilization. That is the end of a civilization. A civilization will be built on honor, 
integrity. It will be built on Father’s Cain and Abel who said, “Screw you to the Establishment. 
You want to betray and backstab my father. You want to bribe me with two billion plus dollars. 
You don’t acknowledge that Father passed down his Kingship to me. You want to usurp and 
steal it, and you want to use Mother as the shield, and use her and her own fallen nature to create 
the desecrations, then you want us to go along with it and legitimize it - Screw you to the wall! 
Screw you to the wall!”  

We don’t need anything, because we have everything, because we don’t sell out our manhood. 
We don’t sell out our honor. We don’t sell out our Samurai honor. That is what a civilization is 
built on. It’s not built on prostituting yourself, whenever it becomes convenient by prostituting 
yourself for more money and power, which by the way you don’t have no more.  

This is the great beauty. As the material assets dissipate and dilapidate and go away, and all the 
parasites and the piranhas start stealing and ripping them from left to right, the people will see 
more clearly. The people will see that they’ve been lied to by the Family Fraud, and the 
disinformation agent, their legitimizers, their political and academic prostitutes, who tried to sell 
them the betrayal, justifying it, and legitimizing it. The more they sell, the more they cannot 
create prosperity. They cannot create glory. They cannot create success, because they are 
parasites in nature, predatory in nature, dishonorable in nature, blasphemous in nature, God 
hating in nature, and narcissistic in nature. So, as they continue to collapse, they must sell more 
and more assets, and as they sell more and more assets, people become more and more aware of 
the truth that they lied to them; and, that we’re the only ones who, even though we lost 
everything, that we told you the truth three years ago. We’re the only ones that told you the dang 
truth, because we’re not fricking cowards, and we are not dishonorable. We Inherited Father’s 
Kingship. We didn’t sell out to your power and your bribing, and that’s why the people come 
back. The people come back, because where else will they go? You only have organizations, 
who have done deceit, who have stolen, who have usurped, who committed international crimes.  



The Han mother, in terms of court of law, she has committed international crime. She has 
destroyed UNESCO Heritage sites, much more beyond UNESCO. She has destroyed and 
redacted national treasures. That is national and international crime. If it was an actual nation, 
she would be tried, and she would be prosecuted for international crimes. Usurpation of a throne 
is a national crime. You would be tried for that with the full force of the law. It has nothing to do 
with whether, or not you are my Mom, or you are related to me. It has nothing to do with that. It 
has everything to do with whether, or not you broke the law; and yes, they have created their 
culture and their civilization upon that foundation of deceit and lies and secrets, etc. Their 
kingdom is in a vortex of spiraling death, and everybody, although they are not allowed to talk 
about it, can feel it from their inner core to their outer. They are pressured, and they are smiling 
about it, and pretending it is not there, and pretending that they don’t see that there is a huge 
elephant in the room, which is that Mother has left the farm, and which we have told you for the 
last two or three years.  

While you mocked us, while you called us conspiracy theorists, while you called us unworldly, 
while you called us idiots, while you called us every which manner of cursing, we turned out to 
be right. Why? Not because we’re great, but because we’re normal people who don’t dishonor 
their father. It’s that simple. We see our relationship with our father as more important than all 
the bribes you can give. It’s that simple. And that’s why the blessing of Heaven comes back. 
That’s why Sovereignty has come back. That’s why in Korea, every single, Family Fraud 
Minister was saying, I was insane for saying Trump would win, because all the media was saying 
that Trump would lose. Trump won, because he’s a symbolic manifestation of the anger that 
righteous people are starting to feel against a system that is trying to eradicate them. It’s called 
self-defense.  

The micro and the macro are moving so powerfully. If you have not heard about this, this blew 
last week, too. (Video title showing: “What We Know About #Pizza Gate”) This is now more 
into the reality of the Podesta files, the Wiki Leak emails that have come out showing the 
Podesta involvement, and Hillary Clinton administration involvement in crazy, Satanic rituals 
like Spirit Cooking and Marina Abramovic. This is her spiritual community. JZ, Beyonce, Lady 
Gaga and Marina Abramovic. That’s her spiritual community, folks. Great job! You’re only 
surrounding yourself with Satanists; and, at the root of Satanism, we know the root of Satanism 
is the defiling of the innocent, the most innocent, the most sinless, which is what? Kids. If you 
can get them in the womb, they like that even better, because they’ll be more innocent. It’s the 
defiling and the desecration of God’s children. Destroy them. Traumatize them, when they’re 
young, and let them go into Satan’s arms for the rest of their lives. 

So, Jill Stein comes out this week. Boom! Explosion of Pizza Gate. Unbelievable! Let’s play this 
real quick. (Video plays on this, Hyung Jin comments and continues sermon.)  

Okay! So, that blew up this week. You saw after the Ancestor liberation, the whole connection 
with the Satanism and the Spirit Cooking with Marina Abramovic. Now, do you see all the 
connections between all of these top Elites, with the little pizza stores, the type of artists they’re 
bringing in? I thought, they were going to show the one comedian that they had. The guy was 
clearly talking about pedophilia and issues like that. (photo on the screen)  
 



So last week, we talked about when we entered into the land of Canaan, the temptation is to Fall 
into secularity. That is what happened to Joshua and Caleb, and the people of Israel, as they 
conquered Jericho. What we talked about last week was, that, there is really no difference in the 
kind of decadence that we see in these old Roman Empire sexual sexapades orgy pictures, and 
the types of rituals of the students on Spring Break, and the mass orgies that the young people 
are told that they should participate in as a Rite of Passage, and as experiencing and enjoying of 
their youth. That’s a type of Rite of Passage that they should participate in. It’s about that you’re 
empowered, if you’re a slut; and, your empowered if you sleep around, and if you go to these 
things and take off more clothes, and be more crazy and adventurous, then you’re brave. We 
talked about this last week.  

(New photo titled: “Moral Degradation and Religion.”) But, it’s very interesting. As you look at 
a degradation of a society, you can see that when a society is built, it’s built upon a foundation. 
For example, even in the U.S. at Thanksgiving time 1662, once they changed to private property, 
the colonies were built upon a foundation of hard work, morality, ethics, man and woman 
marriage. Why? Because statistically, that is by far the best place for children to grow up in; and, 
it’s the place least statistically that children will be abused. Single mothers, and single mothers 
with boyfriends in homes, being the highest statistically by far, eleven times more dangerous, not 
because it is statistically better, but because it is God’s ideal. You have a civilization, which is 
built upon those strong ideals. The strong social fabric is held together by man-woman families 
with a parent. A father and mother, and they’re raising their children. That doesn’t mean that all 
parents are perfect, or that all families, every single day feel happy. No! It means that the parents 
instill within their children a sense of freedom and responsibility.  

Now, you know that if you raise kids, and you instill in them responsibility, that doesn’t make 
them happy all the time. They’d be happy to eat ice cream all day long, every day for 24 hours a 
day; but, you instill in them a sense of responsibility, open their epigenetics, go with them to 
their primal and tribal rituals that help them become better, and greater, and stronger, and more 
powerful people. At some point, they are able to handle that power. They’re able to handle 
firearms. They’re able to handle hard martial arts. They’ve unlocked all these epigenetics, that 
make them strong and not scared of Archangels.  

There’s a level of discomfort there for the kids. In some sense, that parents will help unlock and 
unfold things which are difficult, but which when they get through it, they actually become more 
powerful. So, good parents and high level coaches do that for their students, but as you have 
moral degradation in society such as the type of glorification of these kinds of things, “Woo! 
Let’s go party. Yeah! Let’s go in.” We talked about this last week. It’s so easy to get people into 
mass hysteria in these kinds of parties. All they have to do is hire a couple of bikini girls, dance 
up there, and they’ll have loud party music. Boom! Boom! Boom! And, then the girls just take 
their clothes off. That’s how braindead and stupid and dumbed down they’ve become. They 
believe that’s kind of tribal rite. To be a slut, which of course destroys their potential to get 
married, and to have long term relationships, and to have respect for their own selves as a person 
and a mother, etc. It damages their whole psychology.  

As you have a culture that begins to embrace this, and begins to become hedonistic with 
prosperity, then you have a confluence, and/or a correlation with the types of religions they will 
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pursue. Isn’t that interesting? They will start rejecting those Judeo-Christian values which made 
that civilization strong, and tight knit, and powerful, and which make kids have to learn to be 
responsible, have to learn a sense of surrender to God. There is a moral God and a just God, who 
you are accountable to. Then, you will see the population start exploring, thinking they’re 
creative, and thinking it’s new, and thinking it’s Avant Garde, and adopting other types of 
philosophies. So, you’ll see for example, when man and woman met, and had marriage, and that 
can move to polygamy, which could be faiths like Islam that allows multiple wives and unlimited 
divorce, which means unlimited women legally under Allah’s law, and of course traditionally 
Mormonism is the same. Then, as you move down and have more degradation, and quote 
“openness,” and multiculturalism; and, we know the philosophy of Relativism, we have the ethic 
of Relativism, moral Relativism, etc. which then says that all sexuality is a type of stable social 
agreements, and that homosexual marriages can be just as stable as father and mother marriages. 
You see that kind of movement. Pierre’s fought the gay marriages for eight years. He looked at 
all the data and it’s simply a lie.  

By far, the most stable families, where the least sexual abuse occurs, is in dad and mom families. 
It doesn’t mean they’re perfect. Doesn’t mean they never get upset. No! It means they have the 
most safe social network, and the most safe social unit for creating strong citizens, and strong 
people. As sexuality and homosexuality become relativized, and the sexual norms become 
expanded, and the multiculturalism sets in, and their Relativism sets in, then you have that desire 
for that population, and the young people in that population, who’re engaging in those things, to 
seek alternative quote “philosophies,” and/or religious spiritualties; which then support that. 
Then you will see homosexuality. You will see New age, the New Age movement, which is very 
pro-gay. You’ll have the adoption of Relativism as the main philosophy, the bedrock of 
philosophy which is that all things are relative. They’re no absolutes. This, of course contradicts 
its own philosophy, because Relativism is an absolute statement. It’s says that you can absolutely 
have no absolutes, which is another absolute statement. You dummies. They’re so 
philosophically braindead. Untrained, Untrained philosophically. They are so stupid. 
Philosophically, they have a system that implodes. That’s why they lose on every logical debate 
stage. This is the reason that they resort to, “You’re a bigot. You’re a homophobe. You disagree 
with me. You’re a racist. You’re a White supremacist. You’re a White privileged.” All this kind 
of stuff, because their system of philosophy collapses under its own implosion of illogic fallacy 
within the system of philosophy. All our people here know that.  

Western Buddhism and Western Hinduism super open and pro-homosexuality. Western forms of 
academic Buddhism, western forms of academic Hinduism are very pro-gay. These are some of 
the other pro-gay category, also. Wiccan is very pro-gay. I am speaking generally. Yes, you can 
speak in generalities. Summer is generally warmer than Winter. Winter is generally colder than 
Summer. You see that? You can use generalities, especially as it applies to populations and 
habits.  

Transgender women as well. New Age, it supports Relativism. It supports Buddhism, Hinduism. 
Now, you’ll have strains of Christianity, who will say We are pro-gay,” and this kind of thing,  
but they are very fringe. No way does that match with historical precedent. No way does that 
match with the founding fathers and/or the Christian founding fathers of two thousand years of 
history. No way does that match with Deuteronomy and Leviticus that says that dressing up as a 



woman is an abomination. Do you remember? Men dressing up as a woman is an abomination. 
You are not supposed to be transgender. You are not supposed to say, “I’m a woman.” You are 
not supposed to decide today that you are going to be a woman on Wednesday, and tomorrow be 
a man. No! No! No! You don’t play God like that. You’re either a male or a female. XX or XY. 
You can put on a dress and wear makeup all you want. It’s just mental illness, but you cannot 
force society to bow to that and say, “Oh, that’s great. We have compassion for you. We pray for 
you,” but you cannot expect everybody to accept a form of mental illness.  

So, you have transgender, and then you have pedophilia. We talked about pedophilia, because as 
they pushed the homosexual agenda, they used the same format. “Homosexuality is genetic.” 
Remember this? “Homosexuality is biological. I have no choice. I’m born gay.” Remember this? 
Remember these arguments? In the eighties and nineties, it was very powerful. They have all the 
think tanks trying to find evidence that this is biological. That you are born gay, and that it is 
genetic. Remember this? Then, of course the transgender movement does the same. They want to 
show that it is biological, that it’s not their choice, and they’re brave, and they’re coming out, 
and they should be celebrated. Everybody should be forced to celebrate it, even though you 
disagree with it. You can’t disagree with it. You must be forced to celebrate that man dressing as 
a woman. Well, that’s the opposite of Liberal values. That is the opposite of an open mind. That 
is the opposite of people letting you have an opinion, or letting some people have different 
opinions. See? It is the opposite. It is totalitarian in nature. Political correctness is nothing but 
totalitarian regime control.  

Remember, we talked about it a year ago. As they were trying to legitimize pedophilia and 
homosexuality, they used the same patterns for transgender. They did the same last year, and I 
told you they were going to move that to pedophilia. The Diagnostic Statistical Manual (DSM) 
for psychological illness version 5 and 6, having more and more categorical psychological 
illness, is now starting to say that pedophilia is an illness. We have to have compassion for these 
people. One is born with Pedophilia in what is called. Minor Attraction Syndrome.  

I told you about this two years ago. They call it Minor Attraction Syndrome. This is the open 
legitimization. This is the open attempt on the Regressive Left and the Satanists, Luciferins and 
the Wiccans, not all of them, but many of them, which delve in sacrifices, which delve in child 
sacrifices, which delve in the abuse of children.  

Those religions, and not only these, but some New Age religions too, will do this as well. So, 
you’ll see that as a society degrades, and as it implodes morally, you will see that it adopts types 
of spiritualties. The human soul craves spirituality. It craves a relationship with God. As it 
becomes more decadent, and as evil becomes good and good becomes evil, and that which is 
hateful in the eyes of God is good in the eyes of man, then there is an attempt by human beings 
to try to legitimize their evil desire in a spirituality, in a religion, in a recognized form. 
Pedophilia, being recognized as a genetic issue, have compassion for the pedophile. Remember it 
is the same argument for the homosexual issue. It is the same argusments for the transgender 
issue. It’s the same argument for pedophilia or quote “Minor Attraction Syndrome;” and, of 
course, we see pushing further as well, genetic attraction syndrome, which is a mother having 
sex with her son, a son having sex with their father, father’s having sex with their daughters. We 
saw the left was pushing more and more this type of culture, this type of deviant sexuality, trying 



to push it into the mainstream, and forcing it down your throat. Companies were being punished, 
if they did not hire homosexual employees. Many companies came out and said, “We will not 
serve people who are against the homosexual political agenda, like Star Bucks.” They said, 
“Screw you to the wall” about all their customers. That was unprecedented. You saw this a 
couple of years ago when (inaudible). Unprecedented bullying against anybody else with a 
different opinion, especially if You are Jewish, or if you are a Christian; but, especially if you’re 
a Christian, because the Jews are more of a minority.  

It’s all about guilt shaming the actual civilization that created freedom and responsibility. The 
actual civilization that protects children, the actual civilization that protects the stable unit of 
father and mother marriage, the actual civilization that creates and protects freedom and 
responsibility, and the entire revolution that covered the whole world of freedom for the last 
twentieth century.  

It’s all about attacking that, and guilt shaming everybody to be ashamed of Christian values, as if 
you are some kind of bigot, if you believe that man and woman were created to be together in 
marriage, and to protect children, and to fight against predators and to fight against evil. The 
state does not want to create people who’ve unlocked their epigenetics, who know jujitsu, who 
know hard martial arts, who know how to shoot firearms, who know and who are strong. Strong 
people doesn’t mean, they’re mean. When predators come, they kill them. They understand. 
“You threaten my life, you’re dead.”  

I’m not a bad person. I’m very kind. I’m very nice, but don’t you ever mistake my kindness for 
weakness. That’s how good people are. That’s how sheep dogs are. That’s how people who 
protect the sheep are. They are powerful. They are strong. Their epigenetics are unlocked. They 
are a force against tyranny, a force against centralized power and governments. This is the reason 
that historically, every archangelic government system seeks to destroy that group of strong 
males, strong males and married women. Remember, married women also become strong.  

When you look at the voting patterns, we’ve shown you millions of times, single women are the 
ones who vote Communist two times more than single men out of any population. Married 
women vote much more conservative, because they actually want to love and raise their kids. 
They do not want their kids to live under oppression; so, married women are a different type of 
species, so to speak than the single women. Single women get easily sucked up into 
Communism. “I need a man to take care of me.” They are two times more likely than men. Two 
times. Two hundred percent. That’s massive out of the demographic population. It is very clear 
that as a society evolves, and starts bringing this into the mainstream, and the Elites involved in 
the Satanic worship, the Wiccan worship, the Pro- Abortion Movement. 

Look at what the left has been pushing. They are for killing of young children the babies in the 
womb. Those are human beings with human rights. It is not a woman’s right to murder another 
human being. So, you cannot murder a baby who is alive and is a human being. You cannot. 
That’s against the law. We saw it at the Ancestor Liberation. Father came out very clear saying 
it.  



The Left is pro-abortion, pro-murder of the most sinless citizens of a civilization. That was a 
crux. They are pro-homosexual marriage. They don’t say that they’re against regular marriage, 
but that they favor homosexual marriage. They favor other types of marriage systems, rather than 
traditional marriage. What else do they favor? They favor a big state. They favor a welfare state. 
I am not talking about the neocons, who constantly love to make war, to make money from oil. 
I’m not considering those fools as on the Right. They’re Fascist, too. They’re terrible. 

The people who actually stand for liberty and freedom, when you compare them to the Left and 
the neocons on the Right, you can see that the Left is a type of political Satanism. The type of 
religiosity, the type of culture, the type of programs that they support is a type of Satanism. It is 
simply a political Satanism. It is a Satanism that has an ideology that has no respect for human 
rights of babies, no respect of children, no respect of freedom, responsibility, no respect of 
people that have power. Like for example, the right to bear arms, the Left is super against that. 
They’re always for disarmament. They always want to make people weak. Take away all our 
guns. They want us to be dependent. They’re against the husband and wife marriage. They’re 
pro-gay, pro-welfare, so that they can get single moms.  

Everything that they are for, is what Satanism as an ideology is for. Every single major political 
issue, Satanism is manifested politically in the Left, and of course half the Right has committed 
adultery with that as well for their own pockets. When we start to see these political movements 
as types of Satanist ideologies, we see that they are political Satanism, actual religious Satanism 
or Luciferins that is taking on a political ramification, and which mirrors the actual positions of 
the Left, and the neocon Right. We can see clearly that Satanism uses politics and reality to 
shape and destroy the individualism side, because his aim is to imprison. His aim is to deceive 
and to make one surrender to him. His will is to make God’s people have the right of 
Sovereignty too.  

Whose King of Kings of Cheon Il Guk, and who all the citizens become Kings having the natural 
rights of Kings, private property, Kingdom territory and the right to bear arms, to defend that 
territory against tyranny and war attackers. They are against that at every single level. It is a type 
of political Satanism, that is in the Elites. That is why you see the Satanic monarchies in the 
satanic royal families, and all these families, and Jimmy Seville, and all these people in the 
pedophile ring. Why? Because they’re involved in a spiritual political movement. It is a political 
Satanism, which they are involved in. As they buy into belief systems, “Oh, we can kill kids. 
They’re not really kids. They’re really fetuses. Yeah, we can do that. It’s not a problem. One day 
before due date. Nah! It’s not a human being.” As they buy into the fundamental crux of 
Satanism, although it’s not called Satanism, they buy into the spirit of that ideology. They 
themselves become possessed by the spirit of Satan. They may not know it. They may think they 
are just doing it to gain power, or doing it to get some Shamanistic rituals to get someone’s 
Voodoo power, but they are colluding with an invisible force, which then materializes as a 
political movement, which is political Satanism.  

You see this battle that has happened in the last few weeks. The battle is ongoing, because on 
God’s side, Trump is fighting for Sovereignty and freedom. Hillary’s side which lost, but now is 
being funded by George Soros, who is trying to violently take over the U.S., trying to create 
violent revolution, trying to kill cops for no reason.  



The people of this world must not fall into that. It is key that at this time, that we not only pray 
for Trump, not only pray for our country, not only pray for freedom worldwide, and the 
Judgment of the archangels, but also that we continue to pursue the Kingdom. It’s critical for this 
time, because more than ever at this time, it is the most dangerous time.  

You saw the reality of Trump, exposing the that 9/11 was a false flag. To increase the Patriot 
Act, to decrease the American Right’s freedom, to increase the police state. Every single thing to 
increase Archangelic power that’s moving in the wrong direction. Trump must go in there. He 
must stay safe. He must get in there. He must go after them. He must stand in righteousness. He 
cannot collude. If he colludes with them, again the Judgment will fall on America. He must go in 
and take responsibility. That is the promise he made with the people that support him and risked 
their reputations. Everybody mocked you, if you were for Trump. Everybody hated you, and 
accused you of being a racist and a bigot with no evidence. Even if you’re Asian or if you’re 
Black, “You’re a racist and a bigot.” Shut up you stupid, suburban White kid! Give me a break, 
you Commie!  

We’re supporting freedom and responsibility. Who cares what race that guy has. We’re 
supporting freedom and Sovereignty. We are not supporting the collusion of Communist 
government, world government, which is political Satanism, where everybody becomes a slave 
to the state. We’re supporting the Kingdom of God, the Cheon Il Guk Constitution, which says 
we have divine rights and natural rights, given to us by God, which are inalienable and cannot be 
taken away by any power. Inalienable. That man and woman were made in the image of God, 
and made to be King and Queen. That Kingdom that bestowing is given to us by the King of 
Kings. That is why we lift him up. That is why we uphold the Kingdom, which he talked about; 
because, that is the Kingdom, which will actually bring prosperity. That is the Kingdom, which 
will actually bring freedom. That is the Kingdom, which will actually bring morality. That is the 
Kingdom, which bring the end to evil, in that sense. It doesn’t say that there will be no evil, 
because people have free will, but it will bring collectivized evil. It will bring organizational evil, 
syndicated evil to an end, and that Kingdom must spread to the world.  

It's so insane, folks. These people at the top, now they are totally exposed. They are not only 
politicians, they are involved in the political Satanist movement. That’s really what it is. It is the 
political form of Satanism, and as the people of God become more clear in what exactly it is 
they’re fighting, they will realize what a death battle this is. and why it is important for people to 
recognize their God given rights, the divine rights that God has given us. Lord have mercy!  

SOS come on up. Folks, as we only have fifty plus days before the Administration takes place. 
We have to pray for the riots to be overcome. We have to pray for unity in the States. Hey! 
Kanye West said, “Hey. We’re all Americans, so let’s all support the President.” That’s all he 
said. Within one hour, they put him in the psych ward, and they diagnosed him with all these 
diseases. Give me a break! You’ve got a Black man who came off the Plantation who says, 
“Hey! Let’s support the President.” And they put him right back in the psych ward. That is 
outrageous, because they know he can reach a billion people, and turn them away from this 
violent bull that Soros is trying to pay for. We have real demons in this world, folks. Real 
demons. Let’s see what Father says really quick. 
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When you go to that other world someday, what will you say to God who has been guiding 
the work of redemption and who took great pains to this day to find one Adam? From 
Genesis, up to the present day, God has been seeking His perfect son Adam. You all know 
the Principle. This is the weapon that can save countless people.  

That is the King of Kings folks. That’s all that about our relationship with him, and all about the 
Kingdom, which is coming, and all about our relationship with the King of Kings. Let’s give 
God all the praise, honor and glory. Let’s all rise and offer these songs of praise and 
Thanksgiving. Wow! Thanksgiving. Remember, Thanksgiving for the freedom and responsibility 
God has given us. Amen-Aju!  

 

 
 


